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As part of The Phoenix Lecture series, Harvard Business professor and best-selling author, Clayton
Christensen speaks on Market Disruption and Online Education. In this chapter, Clayton discusses the
different architectures in the computing world, explaining how these disparate systems are elemental
to solving the conflict between standardization and customization in our school system.
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Clayton Christensen: Now, I want to go to the next piece of research about the
management of innovation we thought was also quite salient to the challenge of helping
our schools to improve. And it's a, it's a piece of research that is organized around the
question -- and I'll just express it in terms of a-an industry example -- how do I know
whether the Apple i-iPhone system, which has a proprietary architecture, is going to be the
winner five years from now?


Or will there be another system that has an open, modular architecture? And this problem
has arisen over and over again in the history of the computing industry. So wh-when the
personal computers emerged, the Apple Mac had a proprietary system. That, that means
that every element of the, of the system depended upon the design of every other element
of the system.


The IBM computers were modular. And understanding when it's going to be interdependent
and proprietary and open and modular is really a critical question throughout all of
business. And so let me just explain what we mean by that. As you see on the screen
there, their one type of architecture is proprietary and interdependent. And by that we
mean that you cannot design any piece of this system unless you simultaneously and
interdependently design all of the other pieces of the system.


Each part depends on each other part. That means you have to do all of it in order to do
any of it. There's a big advantage to being an integrated provider when, when you're in a
situation that requires proprietary architectures. Customization of a proprietary architecture
is very expensive.


So, for example, if you wanted to write a-a software program that ran on Microsoft
Windows, you could go to Redmond, Washington, knock on the door and say, "Would you
turkeys just let me in? I only need to change 50 lines of code in Windows, and this
application will run so much better." They don't dare let you in. Because if you change 50
lines of code, you've got to change 5 million lines of code. Everything depends upon
everything else.


If you wanted your custom version of Windows, it'd cost you $800 million. The other type of
architecture, though, is one that we call modular, or open, where the pieces fit together in
very standardized, predictable ways. Uh, the Dell personal computer is a great example of
that, but, uh, Linux as an operating system is a good example. And if you want to have
your own customized operating system to write software for, you do it on Linux.


You don't have to ask anybody's permission. You just take this kernel from there, stick it
here. That one there, stick it here. Modular systems are readily customizable.


Now, our school systems are arch, are architected in an interdependent way. So there are
temporal interdependencies in our school systems. You can't teach this in 10th grade
unless you taught this in eighth grade. You can't teach foreign language this way unless
you change the way we teach English grammar. So there's temporal interdependencies.
There are lateral interdependencies. There are physical interdependencies.


You can't teach in many schools in a project-based way like the MET schools because the
physical architecture is laid out in classrooms with the students expected to sit in, in rows.
So you can't change anything unless you change everything in our school systems, which
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really drive us to standardization. Because customization is prohibitively expensive. And
you think about where our schools are going, they're just headed pell-mell towards more
and more standardization in the way we teach and the way we test.


What sucks up a huge amount of the school budgets are attempts to customize for special
needs students. And it's very predictable, because customization in this world costs an
enormous amount of money. It's something we should do, but boy, do we pay for it. Now,
that just flies in the face of evidence that every student is different.


There are multiple styles of learning. Some people call it multiple types of intelligence.
Students can learn at different paces. They come from different home backgrounds and
family backgrounds. And that just screams for customization in the way we deliver content.
I'll just give you an example of that personally, and I'll draw upon the work of Howard
Gardner who's done a lot of writing about multiple types of intelligence.


And his essential thesis is you should never call anybody smart or dumb, because on a
couple of dimensions, most of us are real geniuses. And most of us are clueless on a
couple of other dimensions of intelligence. So, for example, Michael Jordan, the great
ba-basketball player, is a genius in a type of intelligence that's called bodily kinesthetic
intelligence. His exquisite ability to control his body is resident in the way his brain is wired.


So, when I was in 12th grade physics, Mr. Steed would write this equation on the board.
And my best friend, Rob Grave, who sat next to me, could see that equation, and, man, he
could visualize the way the whole universe works. And I would look at the equation and just
begin to panic and pray that somehow God would bless me to memorize it long enough to
pass the exam.


You know, now I realize that Rob wasn't smarter than me, but his brain was wired with the
type of intelligence that's called mathematical symbolic intelligence. And mine is wired with
the type that's called spatial intelligence. I'm pretty good at seeing patterns in things, but I
really am not very good in, in a mathematical symbolic world. And you notice that some of
the, the math geniuses that you've known in your life cannot spell and do not care that they
cannot spell.


And the reason is that they were taught spelling by teachers whose, whose intelligence
was verbal linguistic, and it just doesn't connect with the way their brains are wired. Well,
the problem in physics for me was that Mr. Steed's brain was wired like Rob Grave's brain.
And so the two of them would just sing to each other all period long. And occasionally Mr.
Steed would look at me, and he just couldn't get why I couldn't get it.


And now I, you know, would, ha-having been exposed to this literature about how we all
learn differently, I understand. And so that's the challenge. Because in the way our, our
classes are architected where we bring in batches of students and put a teacher in front
and expect that the teacher can monolithically instruct everyone with the same type of
learning and at the same pace, most of the students most of the time have brains that are
wired not to learn efficiently in the way that they are being taught.


And some of the students are being left behind, while other students, uh, would love to go
a lot faster. But we have to, when we structure the school in the way that we have, we
cannot easily customize the way we teach. Well, how do you solve the problem? We
actually cannot solve the problem by somehow expecting teachers to be able to teach
simultaneously to the multiple types of intelligence and paces of learning in the classroom.
It is simply impossible to do.


But if you insert a computer at the interface between that conflicting demand for
standardization and customization, computers are much more readily programmable so
that we can teach Clay, who has spatial intelligence, physics in a diagrammatic way, and
teach Rob physics in a mathematical way, and teach someone else physics in a bodily
kinesthetic way. So computers really are the critical link between this conflict that has
tortured our, our efforts to improve our schools for decades.


Now, I'd like to go into another model that, that I think can help us understand why, despite
the fact that our schools have had computers available to them -- in fact, the schools have
spent about $60 billion putting, uh, computers in classrooms -- there is no discernable
impact on, on improvement in the performance of, of our schools as a result of having
spent $60 billion.
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And I wanted to present this, another model from our research called the model of
disruptive invasion that explains what we've done wrong as we've tried to deploy our, uh,
computers in our schools. Can I break for a minute? How are we doing on time?


You can depict the history of most industries almost as a set of concentric circles
geographically where the innermost circle represents customers who have the most money
and the most skill, and the outermost peripheral circle is where the unwashed masses like
you and I live. At the beginning of most industries, the problems are encountered and
resolved where they arise, at the periphery.


So, for example, in the history of computing, when I was in college I took my slide rule with
me everywhere. If I needed to compute, I whipped it out, did the estimation, wrote it down,
and just got on with things. But in this industry, as well as in almost all others, the advent of
sophisticated technology drives a centralization of the industry. And in the case of
computing, digital computing was first manifest in these products we call mainframe
computers.


They filled the whole room, cost several million dollars to buy, and years, it took years of
training to learn to operate. So only the world's biggest universities and biggest companies
could have one. And we had to then begin taking our problem to the solution where the
expert ran the, uh, solved the problem for us. But then the cost and inconvenience and
inaccessibility of these mainframe computers started to grate on people.


That then precipitated a reciprocal process of decentralization again, step by step. And so
the first step was what we called the minicomputer. And we lose perspective. They were
called minis because they were much smaller than mainframes. But these were the size of
a filing cabinet. It reduced the cost of a computer from $2 million to $200,000.


And a larger population of people could now own a computer and use it. Primarily these
were put in the engineering departments of companies. At the beginning, on that
minicomputer you could just do the simplest of the problems that formerly had to be taken
to the mainframe. But then as that architecture got better and better and better, one by one
you could do on it more and more of the things that formerly had required the mainframe.
Until ultimately, we just didn't need the big mainframes anymore, anymore.


Now, the next step was the personal computer. That made it so affordable and simple that
even a poor fool like Clayton Christensen could own a computer and use it. It made it
accessible to an even larger population. And if you remember, at the beginning those
things could only be used for typing and spreadsheet analysis. We still had to take the
complicated problems to the minicomputer.


But then as that microprocessor-based platform got more and more capable one by one,
we could do on that platform more and more of the things that previous, previously had
required the bigger, centralized machines with all of their expertise. And it just pulled it out
until ultimately we didn't need minicomputers be -- again. Now, the same thing is playing
itself out in the notebook computer and in the handheld smart phones.


Most of us don't have the desktop boxes anymore, because the notebook is plenty good for
what we need. And you get on the plane, a lot of people just take their Blackberries and
don't take a notebook, because the Blackberry is plenty good enough. So the pattern in this
is that making things which at one point were expensive and inaccessible, transforming the
industry un-until its products are affordable and simple is done step-by-step.


At the beginning, deploying those simplified products in applications that are better --
wh-where, where the capability is better than nothing. And then they get better and better,
and one by one draw out the applications in that way. And so that's how technology
becomes accessible to lots of people.


Now, one of the things that we have observed is that the companies that are the leaders in
the inner circles find it very difficult to catch these next waves of growth that are created by
simplification. And it's not because the technology is the problem, but their business model
makes it very difficult. And so I'd like to explain why it works this way.


Now, I've simplified the diagram on the prior chart a little bit. We just have here three
circles where the inner circle represents the minicomputers. Now, in every market you can
plot on the vertical access the performance of products in that market over time. Now, the
first element of the model is depicted by that dotted red line. And that suggests that in
every market there is a trajectory of performance improvement that customers can use.
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There's always a distribution. So at the high end of that, that bell curve are very demanding
customers who will never be satisfied with the best you can give them. And at the low end
of every market there's simple folks who can be oversatisfied by almost nothing. So that's
the first element of the model is in every market there is an ability to utilize improvement.


Now, the second element represented by that steeply sloping blue line is that in each
market there's a different trajectory of improvement that innovating companies provide as
they keep introducing better and better products. The most important, uh, finding about this
is the trajectory of technological progress almost always outstrips the ability of customers
to use the progress.


It means that a cu, uh, products that on the left-hand side are not good enough for what the
mainstream needs at one point are quite likely to shoot beyond what they can use at a later
point in time. And a good way to visualize this is if you go back to the mid-'80s when we
were first learning to do word processing on early personal computers, about every 30
seconds you had to stop your fingers to let Intel's 286 chip catch up, because the world's
fastest chip wasn't fast enough to keep pace with your fingers.


But as they kept introducing faster and faster chips, a few years ago when they introduced
their first 3 gig, 3 gigahertz Pentium 4, they had shot way beyond the speed that most of us
in mainstream applications could use. Now, some of the innovations that help companies
move up that blue trajectory of improvement are just incremental year-to-year innovations.
Whereas others are dramatic breakthrough improvements.


It turns out, though, that the intent of both of those is to sustain the trajectory of
performance improvement that exists in the market that they were serving. What we found
is that almost invariably the companies that lead the industry on the left-hand side, before
these battles of sustaining improvement begin, are still the leaders when those battles are
over. And it really does not matter technologically whether it's an incremental or a dramatic
breakthrough improvement.


As long as the innovation helps the leaders make better products that they can sell for
better profits to their best customers, they always figure out how to get it done. But there's
another kind of innovation that always kills the leaders. We called it a disruptive innovation.
And we used the word disruptive not because it was a dramatic breakthrough on that
trajectory, but rather than sustaining the trajectory of performance improvement, it
disrupted it by bringing to the market to a new circle of customers a simpler, more
affordable project.


Almost invariably new companies came into the industry and killed the leaders when one of
these simplifying disruptive innovations began. Now, I want to just illustrate why the odds of
success are so difficult with a little case study about a company here in the Boston area
called Digital Equipment Corporation. And Digital Equipment Corporation through the
1970s and '80s was probably the world's most widely admired company.


Whenever you read explanations about why they had succeeded to spectacularly, always it
was attributed to the brilliance of the management team. In about 1988, Digital just fell off
the cliff and began to unravel very quickly. Then, when you read explanations about why
they had stumbled so badly, always it was attributed to the ineptitude of the management
team. It was the very same people running the company.


For a while, I framed the question as gosh, I wonder how smart people could get that
stupid that fast? And that really is the explanation most people have accepted for Digital's
demise as well as most companies when they stumble. It's somehow a management team
that had its act together at one point was out of its league at another. But the reason why
Digital's demise was such a puzzle is that every minicomputer company in the world -- and
these are the makers of the cabinet-sized computers -- every minicomputer company in the
world collapsed in unison.


It wasn't just Digital, but Data General, Prime, Wang, Nixdorf, Hewlett-Packard, Honeywell.
And you'd expect these people to collude on pricing occasionally, but to collude to collapse
was a stretch. There just had to be something more fundamental happen there. Well, it
turned out that this model was quite helpful. So because Digital made these cabinet-style
machines, and they sold for about $200,000, they had to be sold direct to the customer.
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And th-the selling process involved a lot of training, support, service, and software. And
you just had, had to have those costs in the business to play in the game. And given that
kind of a cost structure, Digital had to generate 45 percent gross profit margins on
computers that sold for around $250,000. And that's how they made their money.


Now, in their environment, as in every company's environment every year, through the
1980s there were people going into the senior management at Digital Equipment all the
time with ideas to make new and better products. Some of these entailed going all the way
to the t p of the blue sustaining trajectory making better computers than Digital had ever
made before. If you looked at those business plans, they promised gross margins of 60
percent. And you could earn 60 percent on machines that sold for half a million dollars.


Now, at the same time management was trying to decide if they should invest in bigger and
better computers, other people were coming and saying, "You just don't get it. Look out the
window. There are personal computers everywhere. That's the future." And when
management could look out the window, indeed they could see personal computers
everywhere. But they also saw a couple of troubling things. One, do you remember how
crummy those early personal computers were? In fact, Apple sold the Apple II as a toy to
children.


Not a single one of Digital customers could even use a personal computer for the first 10
years they were in the market. And that meant that the more carefully they listened to their
customers, they got no signal from their customers that the personal computer mattered,
because, in fact, it didn't to them. And then when they looked at th-the financials of the
business plans, it looked a lot worse. Because in the best of years they promised gross
margins of 40 percent.


We're headed to 20 percent quickly, and you could only earn those paltry percentages on
computers that sold for $2,000. And so really the choice the management had to make was
I wonder if we ought to invest to make bigger and better computers that would, we could
sell to our best customers that would improve our profit margins? On the other hand,
maybe we ought to make worse products that none of our customers could buy that would
wreck our profit margins. What should we do?


And it really is a dilemma. [Laughs] Because these principles of good management that we
teach at places like the Harvard Business School, they provide very good guidance to
companies as they move up that sustaining trajectory. And that's why the track record of
the incumbent leaders is so good. But when an opportunity to make a simpler, more
affordable product emerges, then those principles of good management just make it
impossible for well-run companies to succeed in catching that next wave of growth. And
that's why the odds of success as we've described on that slide are so different.


Now, you can depict, uh, this institutions of higher learning on this next slide in the same
way. The elite private colleges like Harvard are at the center, accessible only by the
academically gifted and the financially affluent. And then, state schools like the University
of Michigan were created to cater to a larger population of people who probably didn't have
the academic credentials or the money to go to the center.


Community colleges are next, uh, two-year schools in general, and then online schools like
Western Governors are at the periphery. The University of Phoenix really competes in the,
the outer circles more than the inner ones. Now, there's a difference between, uh, higher
education and the rest of industry where, where disruption has occurred.


And the key difference I'll describe in terms of the hotel industry. So in this decentralization
diagram, the ones that took root at the periphery, uh, took root with simple, low-cost
applications and then kept improving and improving and pulling the customers out so that it
killed the prior leaders. You notice in the hotel industry that hasn't happened.


And that's because, uh, Holiday Inn can come in at the bottom of the market in the 1950s
and '60s with a low-priced hotel. For predictable reasons, the operators of higher-priced
hotels didn't go down to compete against Holiday Inn because it wasn't profitable for them.
But you notice that Holiday Inn couldn't move up either. Or McDonalds comes in at the low
end of the dining out market, and the higher priced restaurants don't go down, but
McDonalds can't move up.


And our insight as we studied this is that in the industries where companies have
successfully disrupted by moving upmarket, there has been a technological driver that was
upwardly scalable. So in computers it was the microprocessor. As it got better and better,
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the little platform could get more and more powerful. For Toyota, as they came in with
subcompact cars, their manufacturing process was scalable.


So they moved up from Coronas to Lexuses over the course of 30 years and just killed
General Motors. But in hotels, there's not an upwardly scalable technology. So if Holiday
Inn wants to move up to a higher price point, they have to hire a concierge just like the
Four Seasons hires a concierge. And they have to put nicer wallpaper on just like Marriott
has nice wallpaper. So as, if they try to move upmarket, they have to replicate the cost
position of the people in the inner circles.


They can't disrupt their cost position by bringing it from the periphery and pulling customers
out to the core. Well, historically, universities have been the same thing. That in other
words, there hasn't been an upwardly scalable technology that could take an institution like
the University of Phoenix, or like community colleges, to enable them to move upmarket.


So the history is that the low-cost providers of education in the periphery have all striven to
move upmarket. But the way they've moved upmarket is to replicate the cost positions of
the institutions that they've been trying to emulate. So Ohio State starts out in a broader
circle. But the minute they get going, they want to be as good as Harvard.


And to be as good a-as Harvard, you've got to spend money like Harvard spends it, you
know? And community colleges will get started with a very low-cost structure. And you look
away, and 10 years later you come back, they're not offering just associate degrees.
They're offering bachelor's degrees. And then you look away, and 10 years later you come
back, they're offering master's degrees and then doctor's degrees. What drives them up is
the pursuit of prestige.


But as they've done that, they've had to replicate rather than disrupt the, uh, business
models of the institutions in the center. And what makes the future, we think, different than
the past in higher education -- and I'll come back to K through 12 -- is that online learning is
upwardly scalable. It fundamentally changes the disruptability of universities and schools.
So that in the past they were unassailable; in the future they are not.


And you can see this, uh, in the success of the what we call for-profit universities. Our best
guess is that in America there are about now 3 million students enrolled in for-profit
universities like the University of Phoenix. Uh, they're growing at about 35 percent per year,
even while the ones in the center are in financial crisis.


And while the ones in the center typically operate at a deficit of about 10 percent of
revenues every year that they have to close with contributions from wealthy alumni, the
for-profit universities are just minting money. Our sense is that they can provide a
comparable education at 40 percent lower cost than can the ones in the two inner circles.
So we really do think that things are going to change as a result of now online education
becoming a, uh, coming to the industry a-and being upwardly scalable.


I'm just going to skip over this slide quickly. But I've, I've listed here in the three columns
companies that disrupted the prior leaders. And so Toyota disrupted Ford by coming at the
bottom. And now Chery is coming from China to disrupt Toyota. The Blackberry is
disrupting the notebook computers made by Dell. And Dell disrupted Digital Equipment, uh,
and so on.
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